
REGISTER NEW ASSOCIATES
1) Your Talk Fusion Marketing  
    websites.

The first way is through your Talk Fusion 
or Tour Talk Fusion Marketing websites, 
which are now active. They can be found 
at: www.TalkFusion.com/xxxxxxx & www.
TourTalkFusion.com/xxxxxxx (your 7-digit ID 
number, provided in your Welcome Letter.) 
When a new Associate registers on your 
marketing website, you are automatically 
credited as the Sponsor. The placement of 
your new Associates will be determined by the 
settings in the My Summary section of your 
Back Office. You can choose LEFT, RIGHT 
or AUTO. For all new Associates, the default 
setting is on AUTO. For quick reference, 
please note the following:

2) The Genealogy section in your 
    Back Office.

The second way is to manually place a new Associate in a specific 
position in your Genealogy. Simply click on an OPEN position in 
the genealogy tree and the Independent Associate application will 
appear. You will find the Genealogy section under the Business 
Center tab.

PLEASE NOTE: As our System calculates commissions in real time, once you place an Associate 
into your organization, they cannot be moved.  For any support questions, please email  
Support@TalkFusion.com or call: +001 813 651 4030

LEFT

RIGHT

AUTO

If LEFT placement option is selected, all personally sponsored Associates 
will be placed in the next available position on the outside of the bottom of 
the left leg. 

If RIGHT placement option is selected, all personally sponsored Associates 
will be placed in the next available position on the outside of the bottom of 
the right leg. 

If Auto is chosen, the computer will first look to see if you are qualified 
by having personally sponsored one Associate on the left leg and one 
Associate on the right leg.

If you do not have anybody personally sponsored, the first person you 
sponsor will be placed in the same leg as your sponsor. For example, if 
you are placed in your sponsor’s right leg, your first personally sponsored 
person will be placed on your right leg.

If you already have one person personally sponsored but you are not 
qualified, your second personally sponsored person will be placed on 
the leg which will make you qualified. For example, if you have already 
personally sponsored an Associate on the left leg but none on the right, the 
computer will automatically place your 2nd personally sponsored Associate 
on the right leg in order to help you become qualified.

If you are already qualified, the new Associate will be 
placed on the outside of the leg with the least amount 
of Sales Volume.


